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with the alexamini you have much more
control over the camera. not only can you
automate the shooting, but you can also
perform the fine tuning of the
parameters.the wizard gives you various
tools to manipulate settings, such as setting
the white balance, iso and shutter speed.
this feature is a huge addition to the camera
and makes it a lot easier to use. then you
can save and load these settings. all we did
was to lower the contrast settings to create
a cleaner image. we found that the bright
areas looked very strong and it was difficult
to remove them. we then lowered the
contrast to white, but the image became
very flat. we then lowered the contrast to
black, and by reducing the white balance to
the place where the overall color was
correct, we were able to get the best result.
often, we are asked to give feedback on
color errors that were found during the initial
passes. in order to discover exactly what the
problem is, we went through and shot raw
file at full raw sensitivity. for example, we
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stopped down the lens to 1/25 second and
converted to raw. although this file was a
raw file, it was a 14-bit file and had an snr of
62. we then applied the same color profiles
to the raw file that we had applied to the
current production file. with this image, we
would know exactly what the color errors
were in the file. during the initial viewing, we
would often find mistakes that we would
need to fix. in addition to the color profile
settings, we would reduce the wb shift in the
white balance all the way to zero and see if
the image was accurate.if the image looked
correct, we would increase the wb shift and
decrease the exposure shift. in some cases,
we would increase the contrast and reduce
the saturation to bring out the colors.
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not sure if this has ever been reported
before, but it appears some gws news

cameras are plagued with this issue. my gws
news camera keeps shutting off and
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sometimes not recharging the battery when
it is almost fully charged. i have tried

everything to try and fix this issue and
cannot find anything that works. i am looking
for options to fix this issue or buy a different
news camera. powering on a arri alexa mini

while it was plugged into an ac power
adapter worked for the purpose of taking a

picture, but it caused an issue with the
battery. the arri alexa mini stopped charging

after one or two shots, even when the
camera was plugged into the ac power

adapter. also, the arri alexa mini attempted
to charge the battery when the camera was
turned off, but the status light would flash

and then it would turn off the charging light.
the arri alexa mini also had a problem with

the batteries led indicator. when the
batteries were completely discharged, the

led indicator stopped working. upon
connection the camera will display a

message "waiting for mobile phone to
connect" for 7-10 minutes (or until the phone

is detected) before it displays a message
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"can't find mobile phone." once the phone is
detected, it will stop displaying "waiting for
mobile phone to connect" after displaying

the "can't find mobile phone" for 3-10
minutes (or until the phone is disconnected)
before the shooting is allowed. if the "can't

find mobile phone" message is displayed for
over 30 minutes the camera will

automatically power off. when i turn on the
camera while the battery is fully charged

(and the battery led indicator lights on), the
camera remains on, and the camera's led

indicator lights on as well as the battery led
indicator and the power saving light.
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